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Abstract: 

The PlasCarb consortium has planned, organised and implemented industry seminars, within the 

framework of two high-level European events. The purpose of these industry seminars has been 

twofold. Firstly, PlasCarb-specific knowledge was transferred to the project's target groups and 

secondly contacts have been built with interested potential stakeholders to ensure the continuation of 

PlasCarb's commercialisation as well as research and development efforts. 
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable gives an overview of the planning, organisation, implementation and results of the 

two industry seminars carried out by the PlasCarb project. Within the consortium it was agreed 

that the impact of the industry seminars for PlasCarb could be increased by co-locating them to 

relevant, regular, high-level, multi-stakeholder European events as opposed to organising stand-

alone project seminars. 

Such European events to host the PlasCarb industry seminars where strategically chosen for the 

second half of the project, namely July and September 2016, for two reasons: (a) At this mature 

stage of the project substantial results, findings and presentable content have become available 

and have been agreed on by all partners to disclose and (b) the remaining project time after the 

events has allowed for an effective follow-up with the industry seminar visitors (e.g. inclusion into 

regular dissemination activities, responses on individual enquiries etc). 

Since the field of activity of PlasCarb incorporates areas of both research and scientific advance as 

well as industrial engineering and commercial development, host events where selected to 

represent the project's achievements in both areas. The ANM2016, 7th International conference 

on Advanced Nanomaterials and 2nd International conference on Graphene Technology and 1st 

International conference on Spintronics Materials, was selected to approach predominantly 

scientific communities of the relevant sectors. With the second event the RWM2016 PlasCarb 

addressed the predominantly industrial and business oriented resource efficiency and waste 

management sectors. 
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2 PlasCarb Industry Seminars 

This section presents the two PlasCarb industry seminars with experiences, lessons, their 

respective dissemination strategy starting from the early promotion and targeted invitation over 

the actual implementation until the visitor follow -up. 

2.1 ANM 2016, 7th international conference on Advanced 

Nanomaterials, 25th - 27th July 2016, Aveiro, Portugal 

2.1.1 Executive summary 

With this largely science-oriented conference the first PlasCarb industry seminar aimed to present 

PlasCarb’s fields of activity, applied methodologies and the project result to the scientific and 

academic community predominantly active in advanced nanomaterials and graphene technology. 

The presence of the PlasCarb consortium at this conference has provided added value to 

dissemination and exploitation efforts, but also to the methodological approaches and strategies, 

of the project. Members of the consortium presented the project in general, the project result 

material called Renewable PlasCarbon (RPC) as well as potential future industrial applications of 

RPC to visitors of the PlasCarb stand. Materials and approaches used to present the industry 

seminar are described in more detail in chapter 0 

The presentation by consortium members evoked many in-depth discussions with visitors on 

scientific approaches, technical and methodological details in the area of carbon morphology as 

well as on the areas of the potential future applications. Additionally, visitors where interested in 

the sustainability of the entire PlasCarb process as well as of life-cycle engineering behind the 

single process chain steps. The business potential of the project and especially of single industrial 

applications for RPC, e.g. conductive inks in printable electronics, was discussed and visitors 

enquired more information in this respect. 

The ANM 2016 reached out to a total of 228 participants throughout the three conference days 

and 20 people thereof visited the PlasCarb stand. The visitors of the stand represented mainly 

scientific institutions such as universities or research institutes but also enterprises active in 

technology and industry. 

The first industry seminar of PlasCarb was a successful event and experience for the project since 

the scientific aspects of the project could be discussed with and communicated to the scientific 

community. 
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2.1.2 Dissemination and Communication 

A number of promotional activities have been undertaken prior to the event to introduce this 

industry seminar and to invite PlasCarb's community and the wider public (or other interested 

social groups/civil society): 

A banner was created to promote the two industry seminars of PlasCarb (Figure 1). This banner 

was provided internally to all project partners to be used in various communications with contacts 

in their networks in respect to PlasCarb's industry seminars. 

  

Figure 1: Banner for the usage in email signatures to promote PlasCarb's industry seminars. 
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An information and invitation email (Figure 2) was sent out to a database of approximately 800 

contacts in relevant or related fields of activity. The letter has also been made publicly available in 

the download section of the PlasCarb webpage as Newsletter no. 2.  

  

Figure 2: Personalised email to invite the PlasCarb community and the general public to PlasCarb's industry 

seminars. 

http://plascarb.eu/newsletter/issue/2
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A news article was published on PlasCarb's webpage to promote the project's industry seminar at 

the ANM 2016 in Aveiro, Portugal (Figure 3). 

The event was also promoted and continuously accompanied with messages and real-time posts  

via PlasCarb's social network channels such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter and Google+. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3: News on the PlasCarb webpage to introduce and promote PlasCarb's industry seminar 

at the ANM 2016. 

http://www.plascarb.eu/news_and_events/events/73
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/plascarbs-coordinator-neville-slack-plascarb-project
https://www.facebook.com/580008998757724/photos/a.589848984440392.1073741828.580008998757724/1046620362096583/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/PlasCarbProject/status/757516214306480128
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+PlascarbEu
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PlasCarb's partners attending the industry 

seminar at the ANM 2016 where introduced 

with a short biography. The messages where 

posted on LinkedIn and shared via social 

media channels on Facebook, Twitter and 

Google+. 
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Being in regular contact with the organisers of the conference, the PlasCarb logo was published on 

the front page of the ANM 2016 on the 29 June 2016 for further promotion purposes of both the 

ANM 2016 conference as well as the PlasCarb project. 

 

Figure 4: Screenshot of the 29 June 2016. The PlasCarb logo, linked to the PlasCarb webpage, appears on the front 

page of the ANM 2016 conference in Aveiro, Portugal. 
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PlasCarb's exhibition stand at the ANM 2016 

Dissemination materials and media to introduce the PlasCarb project to the visitors of the project 

exhibition stand at the industry seminars included a wide selection of equipment such as:  Printed 

project brochures, PlasCarb-design stationary, business cards, furnishings (Figure 5), samples of 

industrial applications based on Renewable PlasCarbon (Figure 6) as well as two posters (Figure 6 

and Figure 7) and one project presentation which can be accessed via the following link: 

http://prezi.com/frdnz911l9ga/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share 

(The presentation has been created and is shown in portrait orientation since it was presented at 

the industry seminar on a large, portrait display screen). 

 

http://prezi.com/frdnz911l9ga/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
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Figure 5: Dissemination material and visuals for the PlasCarb exhibition stand at the ANM 2016 
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Figure 6: Selected images of exhibition materials at the 

PlasCarb stand at the ANM 2016, all based on Renewable 

PlasCarbon (RPC), one of the project results of PlasCarb. A) 

Start form of RPC as collected from the production process, 

a fine powder of graphitic carbon nanoparticles B) 

Industrial application: Conductive ink from RPC filled in 

pens for hand writing and electricity measure test. C) 

Industrial application: Conductive composite, RPC blended 

with natural rubber, conductive properties demonstrated. 

A) 

B) 

C) 
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 Figure 7: PlasCarb Project Poster: A Strong Partnership 
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 Figure 8: PlasCarb Project Poster: A successful project story 
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The 3-days industry seminar in Aveiro, Portugal was summarised, described and concluded in a 

news article which was published on PlasCarb's website as well as on the blog of Europa Media, 

Geonardo's sister company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.plascarb.eu/news_and_events/plascarb/news/579
https://www.eutrainingsite.com/blog/post/175/transforming-food-waste-into-treasure-plascarb-goe
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2.2 RWM 2016, 13th - 15th September 2016, Birmingham, 

United Kingdom 

2.2.1 Executive summary 

As the second industry seminar the PlasCarb consortium participated with an exhibition stand among the 

just over 600 fellow exhibitors at the RWM 2016. As the Energy Event, the Renewables Event and also the 

Water Event took place simultaneously on the three exhibition days, the audience was diverse. Not only 

representatives from businesses and institutes in the renewables and waste management sector (specific 

to the RWM) visited the PlasCarb stand but also people from those co-located events.  

The presence of the PlasCarb project at this event was focused on the presentation of a) the PlasCarb value 

chain ‘up-cycling from food waste to industrial relevant materials’ as an innovation in the waste 

management sector and b) potential industrial applications for PlasCarb’s product RPC and commercial 

opportunities in this respect. Materials and approaches used to present the industry seminar are described 

in more detail in chapter 2.2.2. 

The feedback of most visitors at the PlasCarb stand was very positive and showed that they perceived the 

project as an innovation well-placed and even going beyond conventional waste management technologies 

of organic waste. A large share of the interested visitors of the PlasCarb stand originated from the 

conventional waste-to-energy sector and expressed the interest of integrating the PlasCarb technology in 

their already existing set-up i.e. anaerobic digestion plants. Great interest by visitors has also been 

expressed in the commercialisation opportunities of industrial applications from RPC such as conductive 

inks, conductive composites/rubbers and conductive filaments for 3D printing. PlasCarb received a large 

number of enquiries and expressions of interest on this 3-day exhibition leading to the creation of business 

contacts with opportunities to follow-up and to inform about further project outputs.  

186 interested people visited the PlasCarb stand at the second industry seminar at the RWM 2016. With 

this number PlasCarb engaged more people than the average of 136 visitors gained by exhibitors who used 

onsite data collection1at the RWM 2016. 

  

                                                           

1http://www.rwmexhibition.com/files/rwm_infographic_flyer.pdf 

http://www.rwmexhibition.com/
http://www.rwmexhibition.com/files/rwm_infographic_flyer.pdf
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2.2.2 Dissemination and Communication 

A number of promotional activities have been undertaken prior to the event to introduce this 

industry seminar and invite the PlasCarb community and the wider interested audience: 

A banner was created to promote PlasCarb's participation at the RWM 2016 (Figure 9). This 

banner was provided internally to all project partners to be used in various communications with 

contacts in their networks in respect to PlasCarb's industry seminars. 

 

 

  

Figure 9: Banner for the usage in email signatures to promote PlasCarb's participation at the RWM 2016 
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Similarly to the 1st industry seminar an information and invitation email (Figure 10) was sent out to 

a database of approximately 800 contacts from relevant or related fields of activity and a reminder 

was sent out (Figure 11) in due time to increase the effect of the invitation. 

 

 
Figure 10: Personalised email to invite the PlasCarb community and the wider interested civil society to 

PlasCarb's industry seminar at the RWM 2016 
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Figure 11: Personalised email to remind and invite the PlasCarb community and the wider public audience to 

PlasCarb's industry seminar at the RWM 2016 
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A news article was published on PlasCarb's webpage to promote the project's industry seminar at 

the RWM 2016 (Figure 12). 

The event has also been promoted and continuously accompanied with messages and real-time 

posts via PlasCarb's social network channels such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter and Google+. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 12: News on the PlasCarb webpage to introduce and promote PlasCarb's industry 

seminar at the RWM 2016. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/plascarb-project-54828610b?authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=vAG7&locale=en_US&trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Amynetwork%2CclickedEntityId%3A463502216%2CauthType%3ANAME_SEARCH%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1479392387958%2Ctas%3Aplas
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1097967136961905.1073741829.580008998757724&type=3
https://twitter.com/PlasCarbProject/status/776312983643381760
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+PlascarbEu
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The exhibitor profile of PlasCarb on the RWM webpage is accessible via the following link:  

http://www.rwmexhibition.com/Exhibitor/CPI. On this profile, information material such as the 

PlasCarb flow diagram, a press release and a short project description were featured in order to 

introduce the project to potential visitors as well as to the fellow exhibitors of the RWM 2016 

event.  

PlasCarb's exhibition stand at the RWM 2016 

The dissemination materials and media to introduce the PlasCarb project to the visitors of the project 

exhibition stand at the RWM 2016 included a wide range of equipment and were to a high extent similar to 

the equipment developed and used in the first industry seminar, ANM 2016. A new feature at this industry 

seminar was the live-on-stand inkjet printing of circuits or RDFI-tags with conductive ink based on RPC, one 

of PlasCarb's potential industrial applications. The project consortium partners provided also the 3rd 

newsletter, titled latest news, in printed form to interested visitors and could on this basis share important 

and most up-to-date information about the PlasCarb pilot trial in summer 2016. 

The 3-days industry seminar in Birmingham, UK, was summarised and concluded in a news article which 

was published on PlasCarb's website: 

 

http://www.rwmexhibition.com/Exhibitor/CPI
http://www.plascarb.eu/assets/content/newsletter/plascarb_3rd_newsletter.pdf
http://www.plascarb.eu/news_and_events/plascarb/news/581
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The presentation and exhibition of PlasCarb at this industry seminar was well received by the visitors of the 

PlasCarb stand. Numerous contacts were created and enquiries for further collaboration or the provision of 

more information were acquired during the exhibition. These newly created contacts were followed-up 

with an email in Figure 13. 

 

  

Figure 13: Follow-up email directed to all visitors of the PlasCarb stand at the RWM 2016 in Birmingham, UK. 
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3 Visitors at PlasCarb's industry seminars 

With 186 visitors at the exhibition stand of PlasCarb at the RWM 2016 and 20 visitors at the ANM 2016, 

PlasCarb’s industry seminars attracted 206 visitors in total. The majority of those visitors showed genuine 

interest in the PlasCarb project from multiple angles such as further cooperation within project funding 

frameworks, scientific cooperation opportunities as well as interest in PlasCarb business and 

commercialisation options. As a result, approximately 65 business contacts were set up during the total 6 

days of PlasCarb’s industry seminars. 

All visitors of the two PlasCarb industry seminars will be informed about further project outcomes. As soon 

as results on the sustainability (social, environmental and economic) of the PlasCarb process as well as case 

studies of PlasCarb in different contexts are going to be published, visitors as well as business contacts will 

be informed about these developments. The project has also brought forth a Policy Brief (downloadable on 

www.plascarb.eu) to advocate eco-innovations such as PlasCarb. Moreover, PlasCarb aims to follow-up all 

contacts created via the industry seminars, but also a possible larger audience, with a specifically developed 

PlasCarb viability assessment. This tool on the PlasCarb homepage provides interested people with the 

possibility to overview the requirements of the PlasCarb technology and to estimate the viability of 

PlasCarb in a personalised, chosen context based on custom input parameters. 

http://www.plascarb.eu/

